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the bachelor season 15, episode 13: petes plane crash in the swamp is the episode where the
finalists for the bachelor had a hard time. it was the episode when the bachelor gives his advice to

the finalists on how to deal with the plane crash. the bachelor: tammas fantasy of a hollywood career
is crushed when she learns that her grandfather, with whom she lives, is really not much of a

preacher. when he gets in trouble, she's off to stay with the bachelor, pete, in the florida everglades.
the bachelorette tammy is a first-time mom and a nurse. she's a typical young mother with all the

joys and pressures that entails. when her baby boy is born, tammy feels her life is complete. pete, on
the other hand, is a great guy with the right stuff. however, he is married with two children. when
the deal with tammy falls apart, he decides to run for the bachelor title. although tammy wants

nothing more than to be a wife and mother, she also knows that she deserves more than pete can
give her. his work as a politician is unpredictable, and his history as a bachelor makes him a target
for the press. in the end, she has to leave her family to be with pete and hopes that she is a good
enough wife to make him want to stay with her. the bachelorette tammy and the bachelor each of
the 12 men vying for tammy's heart was given the nickname of the bachelor. each man would be
sent to meet tammy in different locations, including a florida swamp, the canadian rockies and an

african savannah. tammy was interested in six of the men. but she chose pete, knowing that he was
the one.
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dc.creator.artist: francesca. s. semprinidc.cinematographer: ronit carmidc.date:
1969-04-18dc.extent.extension: 1.6 kbdc.iso24103: 00dc.originalformat: flash-

video/1.6.0dc.playability: 1.5-2.4 hoursdc.quality: 1280x960dc.recordingformat:
dvdripdc.screenformat: 1280x720dc.sourceformat: videostreaminfodc.tapecode:

51800311dc.tapesize: videotape16dc.title: bachelordc.titlepage: dc.uri:
/rawdataupload/upload/0121/019dc.publisher: moscow, mosfilm, 1964dc.quote: the small

bachelordc.relativerole: teacherdc. the bachelor tamil movie is one of the best romantic comedy
movie of all time. its a remake of the hindi film of the same name. the movie has proven to be very
successful, and there are many spoofs of this movie. one of the interesting thing about the movie is
that its a mix of tamil and hindi and the characters are from both india and sri lanka. the movie has
many scenes in tamil, and also in hindi. the movie has dialogues in multiple languages - tamil, hindi,
telugu, english, sinhala, malayalam, marathi, and kannada. the story is about an indian american,

played by the lead actor vijay, who goes on a quest for finding his bride in the namibian desert, and
taking care of a goat. he goes along with two friends, played by ali fazal and akshay kumar. during

this journey, he finds himself in the middle of two people in love - one in marriage and the other in a
never-ending relationship. based on an original story by shobhaa de, the film was shot in namibia by

director kumar 5ec8ef588b
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